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7 Making money with CorelDRAW: Heat-applied graphics—The products
by Judy and John McDaniel
In this first installment, we delve into the popular products that can be created using heat-applied graphics.

10 Silver Manufacturer of the Year: Stamp World, Fort Collins, Colorado
Stamp World has been named the 2013 Silver Manufacturer of the Year by Marking Industry Magazine.

15 Stamp Shop Web™
How to change settings in your website—Part 2
by Amanda Katon
In this issue, we dig even further into the Settings Tab by examining the Category and Search options.

23 2-in-1 Detector: An affordable solution for catching counterfeit cash
by Anne Shadis
This is the first in an occasional series highlighting diverse products that can expand your range and address customer needs.

25 Polymer 101: A re-introduction to photopolymer stamp making
by Tom Jackson
“What’s old is new again”—a review of the process of making photopolymer stamps.
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